
Breathing Room Week 5 
Note to the Host: Thank you so much for leading your group and being willing to create community! We 
are so excited to be doing a Breathing Room discussion guide, if you need anything else to hep facilitate 
your group let us know! Also this is your group, and you have the freedom to navigate the conversation 

that best fits your group’s dynamic. Thank you for all you do! 

 
ICEBREAKER: 

 What was the worst service you have received at a restaurant? What happened? 

 
QUESTIONS: These questions are based off of the Breathing Room sermon that took 
place on Sunday, February 21st, 2021. In this time as a group feel free to revisit any of 
the scripture that was discussed on Sunday.  

 
1) What do you center your life around? Do you live it out daily? 
2) Do you try to add Jesus, like an app on your phone? Or do you allow him to be 

your OS (operating system)? 
3) Do you let Jesus have the first and last word? 
4) What do you see when you look in the mirror? 
5) What do you say when someone asks you, “tell me about yourself”? Do you talk 

about what you do, or who you are? 
6) Pastor Brian said that we are surrounded by people, situations, or things that we 

need to work. For example, placing you around people that require patience, 
when building patience in you. What is God trying to build in your life right now? 

7) What will be the contribution of your life?  
8) Do you know your gifts? 
9) Take away question: Do you talk a lot of bible or live a lot of bible? Or do you 

need to work on both? (Feel free to share now, or move into prayer time). 
PRAYER:  

 Make sure that everyone has a chance to share, and do not rush this process. 
  Make sure that someone is typing them up so the group can share them and pray 

for those request throughout the week.  
 Make sure to welcome praise reports as well! 
 Don’t get overwhelmed about the time of prayer, pray how your group feels 

comfortable. This can either be one person pray, or you can go in a circle and 
pray a few sentences each! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Special Topic 
 

This week Pastor Brian discussed the silent plague of mental health, and 
suicide. We can all say that the last year has been pretty hard on all of our 
social lives. Here at Oak Ridge we care about our people more then just a 

Sunday morning. So we want to add some resources that can be shared with 
the groups for anyone who is needed some extra support in these 

unprecedented times.  

 
 

Solutions Biblical Counseling 
Our counselors bring to their ministry a combination of life experience, spiritual 

maturity, clinical knowledge and a willingness to use their spiritual fights for helping 
others. 

410-742-6234 
Also go to orbc.net, and click Get Help, then help ministries.  

 
 

Insider Scoop 
Next week we will be starting a sermon series called, Anxious for Nothing. We will also 
be doing a discussion guide for that series. In that series we will discuss the concepts 

associated with mental health. So encourage you group to continue with the discussion 
guides for the next series. 


